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Abstract—Gujarati language is the Indo-Aryan language
spoken by the Gujaratis, the people of the state of Gujarat of
India. Gujarati is the one of the 22 official languages recognized
by the Indian government. Gujarati script was adopted from
Devanagari script. Approximately 3000 idioms are available in
Gujarati language. Machine translation of any idiom is the
challenging task because contextual information is important for
the translation of a particular idiom. For the translation of
Gujarati idioms into English or any other language, surrounding
contextual words are considered for the translation of specific
idiom in the case of ambiguity of the meaning of idiom. This
paper experiments the IndoWordNet for Gujarati language for
getting synonyms of surrounding contextual words. This paper
uses n-gram model and experiments various window sizes
surrounding the particular idiom as well as role of stop-words for
correct context identification. The paper demonstrates the
usefulness of context window in case of ambiguity in the meaning
identification of idioms with multiple meanings. The results of
this research could be consumed by any destination-independent
machine translation system for Gujarati language.

A. IndoWordNet
IndoWordNet is large linked lexical database for Indian
languages including Gujarati language. IndoWordNet is the
WordNet for Indian languages developed by Center for Indian
Language Technology (CFILT) in the Computer Science and
Engineering Department at IIT Bombay. Nouns, adjectives,
verbs and adverbs are grouped into set. Gujarati WordNet is
very important resource for the natural language processing
task [2-5].
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C. N-gram
N-gram is a contiguous sequence of n items from a given
text [8]. N-gram of size 1 is known as 1-gram or unigram; size
2 is referred as 2-gram or bigram; size 3 is referred as 3-gram
or trigram; size 4 is referred as 4-gram or four-gram and so on.
If input text is “I love my country”, then examples of bigrams
are “I love”, “love my” and” my country”; examples of
trigrams are “I love my” and “love my country”. N-gram
model is used in natural language processing. 1-gram to 8gram generation sequence will generate first 1-gram, then 2gram,…8-gram; whereas 8-gram to 1-gram generation
sequence will generate first 8-gram, 7-gram, 6-gram,…1-gram
respectively.

I.

INTRODUCTION

This Machine Translation (MT) is the application of
Natural Language Processing (NLP) which is an area of
Artificial Intelligence (AI). Machine Translation is the need
for the communication between people knowing two different
languages. Gujarati language has more than 46 million
speakers worldwide making it the 26th spoken native language
in the world [1].
Idiom is a common phrase whose meaning is different
from its individual literal meaning of word. It is widely used
and it has its popular meaning. Gujarati language has
approximately 3000 n-gram idioms. Meaning of Gujarati
idiom can be understood by the context of the text. Here
context refers to the information surrounding that idiom which
helps in understanding the meaning of idiom. Dictionary
based approach can be used for single meaning idiom unless it
has more than one possible meaning. For multiple meaning
idioms, the context information before and after the Gujarati
idiom appearing in the text has to be looked. Contextual
information is nothing but the words surrounding the specific
idiom used in the text.

B. Gujarati Stop-Words
The Stop-words are the most common words in the
particular language. They do not add meaning to the text. For
natural language processing task, stop-words are generally
removed or ignored as pre-processing activity. For phrase
searching, stop-words cannot be ignored [6]. Stop-words list is
not common for all domains. Example of Gujarati stop-words
are અથવા અને આ આથી આવે એ કે કોઈ છતાાં છે છો જ જેમ જો
તેમ પછી પણ માટે હોય etc. [7].

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
presents the literature review related to context and idiom
translation; Section III covers the methodology including
idiom data collection and proposed algorithm to find the
meaning of idiom. In Section IV, extensive experiments with
results and analysis are discussed using IndoWordNet and
contextual information; finally conclusion, limitation and
future direction are described in Section V.
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II. RELATED LITERATURE REVIEW
For the machine translation from one language to other
language, several projects have been carried out. For the
Machine Translation from Gujarati to English language,
Google and Microsoft are the big players in the market.
Google Translate [9] supports more than 100 languages, while
the Microsoft Translator [10] supports 54 languages. Both
support translation from Gujarati to English language. Both do
literal translation for Gujarati idioms. Context identification is
very important for translation of idioms. Various work related
to context identification and idiom translation carried out.
Fortu et al. [11] proposed algorithm for detecting context
boundaries and used machine learning model for the detection
of subjective contexts using a set of syntactic features. They
categorized various types of contexts like Subjective,
Time/Space, Domain, Necessity, Planning/Wish contexts.
Turney [12] defined feature relevance definitions like
strongly relevance and weekly relevance. He defined various
context related definitions like primary feature, contextual
feature, context-sensitive feature, strongly context-sensitive
features and illustrates these definitions.
Leacock et al. [13] proposed statistical classifier for the
identification of word sense. Their proposed classifier is used
to disambiguate adjective, verb, and nouns. They combined
local clues with topical context. They used general text corpus
for training examples. They concluded that the local context is
superior to topical context.
Mishra et al. [14] designed hybrid approach to automate
Hindi to English idiom translation. They collected idioms in
the form of Hindi-English language pair and classified idioms
in three categories: (i) similar meaning and similar form
(ii) similar meaning and dissimilar form (iii) different meaning
and different forms in both languages. They used transferbased and interlingual-based machine translation of rule based
approach.
Pedersen et al. [15] used SenseClusters [16], freely
available intelligent system that clusters similar context texts
in natural language text. SenseClusters is purely unsupervised
and language independent approach. SenseClusters system
supports different context representation schemes, feature
selection from large corpora, various cluster algorithms and
labels for clusters.
Sekiya et al. [17] used Reuters news articles and focused
on determining all the senses for every word. They generated
conceptual fuzzy sets to express word senses and five
statistical measures as relations. They calculated cogency and
mutual information by comparing compatibility between each
measure and prediction model. They demonstrated the
usefulness of the word sequences to identify context. They
focused just four words before the target word in experiments.
Salton et al. [18] applied substitution based technique for
English/Brazilian-Portuguese language pair. They first
substituted original idiom with its literal meaning before
translation and again substituted literal meaning with idioms
following translation. They indicated improved performance.

Based on this literature review of the most relevant
research works found in research community and the analysis
based on context identification and Gujarati idiom translation,
no researchers have done context identification for Gujarati
language idioms. No researchers have experimented window
sizes on Gujarati idioms for correct meaning identification.
Most of the researchers have applied various techniques for
determining word sense; some researchers have applied idiom
translation techniques other than Gujarati language.
III. METHODOLOGY
A. Data Collection
Gujarati language idioms are collected from different 11
books and websites. Idioms can be classified as bigram,
trigram, four-gram, five-gram, six-gram, seven-gram, eightgram and so on. Out of 2908 idioms, 1735 idioms are bigrams
and 892 idioms are trigrams. Total bigram and trigram idioms
are 2627. So 90% of total idioms are bigrams and trigrams.
Only 281 idioms are from other category like monogram,
four-gram, five-gram, six-gram, seven-gram, eight-gram and
so on. So, the analysis of bigram and trigram idioms was done
first. Table I shows the classification of Gujarati Idioms. It is
based on the work of Modh and Saini [22].
Idioms can be classified further on the base of its meanings
like 1-meaning, 2-meanings, 3-meanings, 4-meanings and so
on. For example “સાંસાર માાંડવો” ‘sansar mandvo’ is a Gujarati
bigram single-meaning i.e. 1-meaning idiom and its meaning
in Gujarati is “પરણવાં” ‘paranavu’ only and its translation in
English language is “to marry”; where as “આાંખ બતાવવી”
‘aankh batavavi’ is a Gujarati bigram 2-meaning idiom
because it has two possible meanings in Gujarati as “ધમકી
આપવી” ‘dhamaki aapvi’ and “આાંખ બતાવવી” ’ankh
batavavi’ and so two corresponding possible translations in
English language are “to threaten” and “show eyes”. In the
collection of overall 2627 bigram and trigram idioms, it was
found total 2455 single meaning idioms and 172 idioms are
having more than 1-meaning. From bigram and trigram
idioms, 172 idioms are having 2-meaning, 3-meaning and 4meaning idioms [19]. Table II shows the classification of
bigram and trigram idioms on the base of meanings of idioms.
It is based on the work of Modh and Saini [22].
TABLE I.

CLASSIFICATION OF GUJARATI IDIOMS

N-gram Idiom Category

Count

Bigrams (n=2)

1735

Trigrams (n=3)

892

Other N-Gram idioms where n>=4

281

Total

2908

TABLE II.

CLASSIFICATION OF GUJARATI BIGRAM AND TRIGRAM IDIOMS
ON THE BASE OF MEANINGS

1-meaning (single-meaning)

Bigram
Count
1675

Trigram
count
780

n-Meanings where n>=2

60

112

172

Total

1735

892

2627

Meanings

Total Count
2455
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If idiom has single meaning, then English translation of
that particular idiom is very simple and direct, algorithm has
to replace its meaning in the place of that idiom. If the idiom
has more than one possible meaning, then contextual
information comes in the picture. Contextual information is
nothing but the collection and study of surrounding words
before and/or after the particular idiom. For the correct
translation of particular idiom having multiple meanings,
algorithm has to examine the surrounding words before and/or
after the particular idiom. By removing stop-words from the
surrounding words, contextual words are obtained. Fig. 1 and
Fig. 2 show the graphical representation of contextual words
with bigram and trigram idiom respectively.
So here three options can be considered for contextual
words; 1) contextual words before idiom i.e. left window only
2) contextual words after idiom i.e. right window only 3)
contextual words before and after idiom i.e. left window and
right window collectively. One more concern is about how
many surrounding words to be verified from the given input
text for the precise meaning identification of particular idiom.
Three cases were experimented and results were recorded in
order to identify the correct window size for left, right, both
and optimum window size for the translation of Gujarati
idiom(s) from the given Gujarati input text.
B. Software and Tools used
Following is the list of software and tools that are used to
implement the proposed methodology.
 Spyder 4.1.5 (Scientific
Environment) IDE.

Python

Development

 Anaconda3 2019.03 (Python 3.7.3 64-bit).
 pyiwn (Python-based API for IndoWordNet).
 Windows 10 (Operating System).
 XAMP 7.4.11 (cross-platform local web server).
 MySQL (database to store idioms).
 PHP 7.4.11 (scripting language for web development).
 Sublime Text & Visual Studio Code (editors).
C. Algorithm
Table III shows the partial database of Idioms stored in
Idiom table. In the database, only bigram and trigram idioms
having more than one-meaning are shown. Researchers had
already experimented with single meaning idioms [20-22].
“Idiom” field stores the bigram/ trigram/n-gram idiom.
“Gujarati meaning” field stores meaning of particular idiom in
Gujarati language. “English meaning” field stores the
translation of particular Gujarati idiom in English language.

“Gujarati Context Words” field stores the Gujarati context
words related to particular idiom record. Gujarati Context
Words are collection of all words from manually collected
contextual words (from the corpus related to meaning of that
idiom) and generated synonyms using Gujarati WordNet. If
particular idiom has single meaning then only single record is
there in the database. If idiom has n meanings, then n record
entries are there in the database. For example, આાંખ બતાવવી
‘aankh batavavi’ idiom has two possible meanings in Gujarati
language, so two possible translations in English language;
ધમકી આપવી ‘dhamaki aapvi’ (to threaten) and આાંખ
બતાવવી ‘aankh batavavi’ (literally show eyes e.g. for
medical checkup). If this idiom has been used in given text,
then algorithm has to decide any one meaning from the two
possible meanings. “Gujarati Context Words” fieldis used for
the context identification of particular idiom. If surrounding
contextual words are related to ડૉક્ટર તકલીફ દવા ઝાાંખપ
દે ખાવાં દૂ ર નજીક આાંખ નજર વાાંચન સમસ્યા then the translation
of idiom આાંખ બતાવવી ‘aankh batavavi’ is “show eyes” in
English language and “આાંખ બતાવવી” in Gujarati language. If
surrounding words are related to લડાઈ બાળક ઠપકો માબાપ
સજા છોકરો then the meaning of idiom આાંખબતાવવી ‘aankh
batavavi’ is “to threaten” in English language and
“ધમકીઆપવી” in Gujarati language. Gujarati WordNet i.e.
IndoWordNet was used for the collection of more contextual
words on the base of synonyms of manually collected
contextual words. Some words are not found in the Gujarati
WordNet. Thus those more words were added in the field
“Gujarati Context Words”. For example, words like કકળાટ
‘kakalaat’, રાજકારણ ‘raajkaaran’, સરોગેટ ‘saroget’, ચોમાસાં
‘chomaasun’, ઝગડો ‘zhagado’ વોટીાંગ ‘voting’, મધર ‘madhar’
etc. are frequently used words in Gujarati text but are not
available in Gujarati WordNet. So these words were added in
corresponding field of “Gujarati Context Words”. Gujarati
Context Words play very important role in deciding the
meaning of particular idiom and so the translation of Gujarati
idioms. Algorithm calculated the frequency count of
surrounding contextual words for each possible meaning of
particular idiom by comparing with “Gujarati Context Words”
column; the more count of context words decide the particular
meaning of the idiom. “Popularity” field decides the more
frequent meaning of the particular idiom assigned by the
Gujarati expert(s) in case of ambiguity. For example, if
particular idiom has 3 possible meanings, popularity value 1 is
given to that record which meaning is more frequently used in
real life. The particular record was decided by studying real
life examples as well as with the help of Gujarati language
expert(s). Only when there occurs a tie during the process of
selection of meanings, the algorithm use “Popularity” field.

Fig. 1. Graphical Representation of Bigram Idiom with its Contextual Words.
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Fig. 2. Graphical Representation of Trigram Idiom with its Contextual Words.
TABLE III.
Sr
no
(1)

1

Idiom
(2)

આાંખ
બતાવ
વી

2

આાંખ
બતાવ
વી

3

આાંખ
માાંપા
ણી
આવવાં

Translite
ration of
(2) (3)

Aankh
batavavi

Aankh
batavavi

Aankhma
pani
avavu

IDIOM DATABASE (PARTIAL) FOR BIGRAM AND TRIGRAM IDIOMS HAVING MORE THAN ONE MEANING

Gujarati
Meaning
(4)

ધમકી
આપવી

આાંખ
બતાવવી

આાંખમાાં
પાણી
આવવા

English
Meaning
(5)

Gujarati Context Words (6)

Popular
ity (7)

To
threaten

અાંબા અથડામણ અનશય અપક્રોશ અપચાર અબ્બા અબ્બાજાન અભિગ્રહ અમ્મા અમ્માજી
અમ્મી અથથદાં ડ અિથ અસ્મૃભત આત્મજ આત્મસાંિવ આયોધન આળ આસ્કાં દ આહર આહવ
ઉપાલાંિ ઉલાહના કાં કાસ કભજયો કતલ કલહ કલેશ કસૂર કાપાકાપ ભકબલા ભકબ્લા ભકશોર કમાર
ક્ષભત ખટરાગ ખતા ખામી ભખજાવાં ખૂન ખૂનરેજી ખૂનામરકી ગફલત ભગલ્લા ઘર્થણ ઘસારો ઘાત
ચકમક ભચરાં જીવ ચૂક છૈ યો છોકરાાં છોકરાં છોકરો છોરો જાં ગ જનક જનની જનેતા જન્મદાતા
જન્મદાત્રી ઝાં ઝટ ઝગડો ઝઘડો ઝપાઝપી ઝાટકણી ટાં ટો ઠપકારવાં ઠપકો ડાાંટ તકરાર તનય તનૂજ
તાત દાં ડ ભદકરો દ્વાંદ્વ દ્વન્દ્વ ધમકી ધાત્રી ભધાંગાણાં ભધક્કાર ધત્કાર નાંદન નવજાત ભશશ નવજાતક નાનક
ભનાંદા પાંચાત ભપતા ભપતાજી પત્ર પષ્કર પૂત પૃથક પ્રભતદારણ પ્રહરણ ફટકાર ફરજાં દ ભફટકાર બખેડો
બચ્ચા બચ્ચાં બટક બાપ બાપા બાલક બાળ બાળક બાળકને બાળકો બેટો િત્સથના િાાંડવાં િૂલ
િૂલકણાપણાં મા માાં માતા માતારી માતૃ માતૃકા માથાકૂ ટ માદર માબાપ માયા મારવાં મારામારી
મૂઠિેડ મૈયા યદ્ધ રકઝક રણ લડકો લડવાં લડાઈ લાડલો લાલ લોચો વટ વઢવાં વત્સ વધ વાદભવવાદ
વાભલદ ભવગ્રહ ભવરોધ ભવવાદ ભવસ્મરણ ભવસ્મૃભત ભશકાયત ભશક્ષા ભશફા ભશશ સાંકલ સાંગ્રામ સાંઘર્થ
સાંતાન સજા સમર સામનો સત સ્કાં ધ સ્મૃભતભવહીનતા હત્યા ભહાં સન ભહાં સા હમલો

2

show
eyes

અાંકરણ અાંકરણ ભબાંદ અાંતર અાંતરવેદના અાંબક અક અઘ અડચણ અધ્યયન અભ્યાસ અભરષ્ટ
અવાથક અલગ અવસન્નતા અવસન્નત્વ અભવદૂ ર અશમથ અસખ અસભવધા આાંખ આાંખો આઘાં આઘે
આદીનવ આપભિ આપદ આપદા આફત આિીલ આભતથ ઈક્ષણ ઈભક્ષકા ઉતાપો ઉદ્વેગ ઉપચારક
ઉપતાપ એક તરફ એક બાજ ઓળખ ઓસડ ઔર્ધ ઔર્ભધ કને કષ્ટ કદૃભષ્ટ ક્લેશ ખ્યાલ
ગિરામણ ચક્ષ ચશ્મ ભચભકત્સક ભચતવન છે ટાં છે ટે જડીબટ્ટી જીવ પડવો જોડે ઝળકવાં ઝાાંખપ ઝાાંખાં
ડીઠ ડૉક્ટર ડૉક્ટરને ડોક્ટર ડોક્ટરને તકલીફ તપાસ તસ્દી તેવર તોદન દરદ દરમાન દદથ દશથન
થવા દવા દવાદારુ દાક્તર દારુ દ દખ દૂ ર દૂ રત્વ દૂ રવતી દૂ રસ્થ દૂ રભસ્થત દૃભષ્ટ દૃભષ્ટ પડવી દૃભષ્ટકોણ
દે ખરેખ દે ખાવાં દોચન ધૂાંધલાઈ ધૂાંધલાપણ ધૂાંધળાઈ ધૂાંધળાપણાં ધ્યાન નજર નજર પડવી નજભરયા
નજીક નયન ભનકટ ભનગાહ ભનરીક્ષણ નેણ નેત્ર નેત્ર-દૃભષ્ટ નેન પઠન પડખે પડદો પડવાં પરખ
પભરપ્રેક્ષણ પરે પરેશાની પાભથ પાર્શ્થ પાસે ભપઠ પીડા ફણગો ફાસલો બગલ બાજ િવાાં િૈર્જ્ય
મનોવ્યથા મશ્કે લી મસીબત યાંત્રણા યાદ રસાયન રોહજ દથ ગ લોચન વાાંચન ભવપભિ ભવપદ ભવપદા
વૃભજન વેગળાં વેગળે વેદના વૈદ્ય વ્યથા વ્યાકલતા વ્યાકલપણાં વ્યાકળતા વ્યાભધ શૂળ સાંકટ સાંતાપ
સાંિાળ સમસ્યા સમીપ સધ સભધ સોચ સ્મૃભત હકીમ હૂ ક હેરાનગત

1

water in
the eye

અાંકરણ અાંકરણ ભબાંદ અાંબક અભિયોગ આાંખ આજાર આતપ આમય આરજા ઈક્ષણ ઈભક્ષકા
ઈલાજ ઉધરસ ઉપઘાત ઉપચાર કાશ કાસ કે સ ખટલો ખાાંસી ગેસ ચક્કર ચક્ષ ચશ્મ ભચભકત્સા જર
જ ખામ જ્વર ટાઢ ઠાં ડક ઠાં ડી ઠસક ઠાાંસો તખ્તો તભરયો તાપ તાવ ભત્રપાદ દરદ દવા-દાવા દારુપીનસ પાભથ નેન નેત્ર નેણ નયન દૂ દખાવો દાવો અરજી ફણગો ભબમારી બીમારી બખાર માથાં
માવજત મકદમો મકદ્ગમો મકદ્દમો રોગ રોગોપચાર રોહજ દથ ગ લક્ષણ લોચન ભવકાર વૈદ્યકી વ્યાભધ
શરદી શીત સાંિાળગત સરદી સળે ખમ સારવાર સારસાંિાળ સૂકી ખાાંસી હકીમી

1

2

3

4

આાંખ
માાં
પાણી
આવવાં

Aankhma
pani
avavu

દયાની
લાગણી
થવી

feeling
compassi
on or
affection

અાંતરવેદના અક અભકાં ચન અઘ અડચણ અનભસ્તત્વ અનપલભબ્ધ અનૈર્શ્યથ અપૂણત
થ ા અપ્રાભિ
અિવ અિાવ અભરષ્ટ અલ્પતા અલ્પત્વ અવસન્નતા અવસન્નત્વ અવસ્થા અશમથ અસાંપન્ન અસમૃદ્ધ
અસખ અસભવધા આદીનવ આપભિ આપદ આપદા આફત આિીલ આભતથ આલમ ઉતાપો ઉદ્વેગ
ઉપતાપ કાં ગાલ કાં ગાભલયત કકળાટ કમી કષ્ટ ક્લેશ ખામી ખાલીપણાં ખોટ ગભત ગિરામણ ગરીબ
ગરીબાઈ ગરીબી ગેરહાજરી ઠાલાપણાં તાંગહાલ તકલીફ તસ્દી તોદન દરદ દભરદ્ર દભરદ્રતા દભરદ્રાણ
દદથ દળદર દશા દાભરદ્ર દાભરદ્રય દીન દીનતા દીનહીન દ દખ દૈ ન્ય દોચન ધનહીન ભનધની ભનધથન
ભનધથનતા પરેશાની ભપઠ પીડા ફકીરી ભબચારુાં બેહાલ મનોવ્યથા મફભલસ મશ્કે લી મસીબત યાંત્રણા
રાં ક રાં કતા રભહતપણાં રાાંક રાભહત્ય ભરક્તતા લાઘવ ભવધન ભવધનતા ભવપભિ ભવપદ ભવપદા ભવપન્નતા
વૃભજન વેદના વ્યથા વ્યાકલતા વ્યાકલપણાં વ્યાકળતા વ્યાભધ શૂન્યતા શૂળ સાંકટ સાંતાપ સૂરત
ભસ્થભત હાલ હાલત હૂ ક હેરાનગત

5

આાંખ
માાં
પાણી
આવવાં

Aankhma
pani
avavu

આાંખમા
આાંસ
આવવા

tears in
the eyes

અિથ અશ્રપાત આક્રાં દ આક્રાં દ કરવો આક્રાં દન આત્મજ આત્મસાંિવ કલ્પાાંત ભકશોર કમાર ક્રાં દન
ભચરાં જીવ છૈ યો છોકરાં છોકરો છોરો તનય તનૂજ દાદા ભદકરો નાંદન નવજાત ભશશ નવજાતક નાનક
નાના પત્ર પૂત પૃથક ફરજાં દ બચ્ચા બચ્ચાં બટક બાલક બાળ બાળક બેટો માતામહ રડવાં રુદન રુદન
કરવાં રોદણાં રોવાં લડકો લાડલો લાલ વટ વત્સ ભવલપન ભવલાપ ભવલાપ કરવો ભશશ સત

Input text is given in Gujarati language. Input text may
contain idiom(s). Entire input text is searched for the idiom(s)

using n-gram model. If idiom(s) found in the text, then it may
be single meaning or it may be more than one meaning idiom.
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For single meaning idiom, the “Gujarati meaning” or “English
meaning” column of that idiom can directly be used. But if the
idiom has more than one meaning, algorithm has to consider
“Gujarati Context Words” column. The algorithm decides the
meaning of the particular idiom and substitutes the particular
idiom with “Gujarati meaning” column value and produce
intermediate output in Gujarati language itself. Output
contains Gujarati literal text without any idiom. The algorithm
can generate n-gram from the given input text using both the
sequence 1-gram to 8-gram or 8-gram to 1-gram.
In the next section, empirical results are shown.
IV. RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
A. Experiments
For the experiments, 150 different Gujarati texts
containing 30 different Gujarati idioms having single/multiple
meanings from the various Gujarati websites as well as from
offline Gujarati content were collected. The collection of
various idioms within input texts was performed; like single
idiom with single meaning, single idiom with more than one
meaning(s), two idioms with single/multiple meaning(s), three
idioms with single/multiple meaning(s), four idioms with
single/multiple meaning(s) and so on.
L notation for Left window and R notation for Right
window were used for simplification. (Ln, Rn) specifies Left
window size n, Right window size n; (Ln, R0) specifies Left
window size n and Right window size 0; (L0, Rn) specifies
Left window size 0 and Right window size n; For example,
Fig. 3 shows representation of (L6,R3). (L6, R3) denotes 6
words left side of the idiom and 3 words right side of the
idiom. Surrounding words may or may not provide contextual
information. Stop-words should be removed to get only
contextual words information.
1) Experiment-1: Experiement-1 was conducted to decide
two things (a) importance of various windows left, right or
both for context identification (b) N-gram generation from the
input text is possible by two ways; 1-gram to 8-gram
generation sequence and 8-gram to 1-gram generation
sequence. 1 to 8 gram generation sequence will generate first
1-gram, then 2-gram, 3-gram,…8-gram. 8 to 1 gram
generation sequence will generate first 8-gram, then 7-gram,
6-gram,…1-gram. Which sequence is to be selected for better
results? 150 Gujarati input texts containing single idiom only
for each text was experimented. Idiom within text may have
single/multiple meaning(s). Three cases were experimented
(1) left window only (Ln,R0) (2) right window only (L0,Rn)
and (3) left and right window both (Ln,Rn). Experiments for
both the sequences for N-gram generation were conducted: 1gram to 8-gram and 8-gram to 1-gram generation sequence.
The algorithm will generate both the sequences by selection.
For simplification and for evaluating importance of windows
(left/right/left-right), all surrounding words of idioms were
considered as contextual words and for that window size n=30
was applied for the experiment.

 Case-1: Using left window only for contextual
information. The left window size was fixed as 30 and
right window size was fixed as 0. Overall 150 input
texts were tested for (L30,R0). Out of 150 input texts,
idioms meaning precisely identified from 111 texts with
1 to 8 gram generation sequence (74% accuracy);
idioms meaning precisely identified from 117 texts with
8 to 1 gram generation sequence (78% accuracy).
 Case-2: Using Right window only for contextual
information. The right window size was fixed as 30 and
left window size fixed as 0. Overall 150 input texts
were tested for (L0,R30). Out of 150 input texts, idioms
meaning precisely identified from 93 texts with 1 to 8
gram generation sequence (62% accuracy); idioms
meaning precisely identified from 99 texts with 8 to 1
gram generation sequence (66% accuracy).
 Case-3: Using fixed left and fixed right window for
contextual information. The left widow size was set as
30 and right window size 30 i.e. (L30,R30) and tested
150 input texts; Out of 150 input texts, idioms meaning
precisely identified from 132 texts with 1 to 8 gram
generation sequence (88% accuracy); idioms meaning
precisely identified from 138 texts with 8 to 1 gram
generation sequence (92% accuracy). Idioms meaning
can’t be identified from 12 input texts. These 12 input
texts were examined and found that the total words in
these 10 input texts were less than or equal to 10. Hence
out of these 12 input texts, 10 texts have not sufficient
contextual information before and/or after idiom.
By comparing Case-1 (left window only), Case-2 (right
window only) and Case-3 (left and right window) results of
Table IV, Case-3 results are clearly front runner. So it is
concluded that only left window or only right window is not
useful at all for identifying contextual information. Case-3
(both the left window and right window) i.e. context words
before and after the idiom must be considered for collecting
contextual information. Also got better results in 8-gram to 1gram generation sequence compared to 1-gram to 8-gram
generation sequence; Particular cases were observed and
found that intermediate translation of particular Gujarati idiom
will also generate Gujarati idiom; this generated idiom can be
found with 8-gram to 1-gram generation sequence. For
example, એક ઘાએ બે કટકા થવા ‘ek ghaae be katkaa thavaa’ is
5-gram idiom and its meaning is તડ ને ફડ જવાબ થવો ‘tad ne
fad javaab thavo’, તડ ને ફડ ‘tad ne fad’ is 3-gram idiom and
its meaning is સ્પષ્ટ ‘spashta’ or ‘clear answer’; By taking
sequence of 1-gram to 8-gram generation, તડ ને ફડ ‘tad ne
fad’ idiom cannot be identified. So 8 to 1 gram generation
sequence is preferred over 1 to 8 gram generation sequence.
Results of Experiment-1 in Table IV concluded two things
(a) Left Window and Right Window both are required for
contextual information. (b) For all N-gram idioms search
within input text, 8-gram to 1-gram generation sequence is
better one.
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Fig. 3. Graphical Representation of (L6,R3).
TABLE IV.

ACCURACY OF CORRECT MEANING IDENTIFICATION FOR SINGLE IDIOM HAVING SINGLE OR MULTIPLE MEANING (S)

Contextual Information
and
N-gram generation sequence

Case-1
Left Window only
(L30, R0)

Case-2
Right Window only
(L0,R30)

Case-3
Left & Right Window
(L30,R30)

with stop-words
and
1-gram to 8-gram generation

74%

62%

88%

with stop-words
and
8-gram to 1-gram generation

78%

66%

92%

2) Experiment-2: Applying these two settings in the
algorithm, experiment-2 was performed in which three things
were evaluated: (1) different left and right window sizes for
context identification (2) inclusion of stop-words or removing
stop-words as contextual information (3) Using Gujarati
WordNet words only as contextual information or with added
manually collected words in WordNet words as contextual
information. Two databases were used, in which first database
contains only contextual words supported by Gujarati
WordNet as “Gujarati Context Words” column and second
database contains WordNet Words of first database + added
contextual words in “Gujarati Context Words” column. These
added words are not available in IndoWordNet.
For experiment-2, input texts with the sufficient contextual
information i.e. input texts with at least ten words surrounding
idiom(s) were selected. 8-gram to 1-gram generation sequence
was set as it provides better results as per the experiment-1
results. Left window size was set variably from 1 to 20 and
right window size was set variably from 1 to 20. Overall 150
input texts containing 30 multiple meaning idiom(s) were
experimented. For this experiment input texts containing more
than one multiple meaning idiom(s) were selected. The same
texts with the inclusion of stop-words as contextual
information and without consideration of stop-words as
contextual information were experimented. In other words,
overall 150 Gujarati input texts for (L1,R1), (L2,R2),
TABLE V.

(L3,R3),……upto (L20,R20) were tested. Only feasible
window size(s) were selected for the experiment.
Table V shows the Experiment-2 results. Accuracy was
calculated on the base of number of idioms meanings correctly
identified. Combination of “Without stop-words and with All
words (WordNet+Added Words)” shows the better accuracy
for meaning identification for multiple meanings idioms; for
(L2,R2) it shows 66.67% accuracy; for (L4,R4) it shows
83.33% accuracy; while for (L7,R7), (L10,R10), (L15,R15) it
shows 100% accuracy. In other words, it gives correct
translation for (L7,R7) to (L10,R10) and even for (L15,R15);
for bigger window sizes (L20,R20) it reduces the performance
(83.33% accuracy). More window size is not preferable for
meaning identification of multiple meaning idioms. Moreover
Table V shows that “without stop-words” option is giving
better accuracy than “With Stop-words” option for all
windows sizes.
Experiment-2 results concluded three things (1) stopwords should not be considered as contextual information i.e.
from the input text stop-words should be ignored (2) All
words (WordNet words+Added Words) should be used as
“Gujarati Context Words’ field for idiom database. Only
WordNet words are not giving better results (3) At least Left
window size 7 and right window size 7 are required to identify
contextual words for the idiom having more than one possible
meanings.

ACCURACY OF CORRECT MEANING IDENTIFICATION FOR MORE THAN ONE IDIOM HAVING MULTIPLE MEANING WITH 8-GRAM TO 1-GRAM
GENERATION SEQUENCE

Using 8-gram to 1-gram generation sequence
With stop-words
and
with WordNet words only
Without stop-words
and
with WordNet words only
With stop-words
and
with All Words (WordNet+Added Words)
Without stop-words
and
with All words (WordNet+Added Words)

(L2,R2)

(L4,R4)

(L7,R7)

(L10,R10)

(L15,R15)

(L20,R20)

16.67

16.67

33.33

66.67

83.33

66.67

33.33

50

83.33

83.33

83.33

50

16.67

16.67

50

83.33

83.33

66.67

66.67

83.33

100

100

100

83.33
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If particular Gujarati idiom has more than one possible
meaning, then for the translation of that Gujarati idiom into
English language, sufficient contextual information is
required. Contextual words before the particular idiom and
contextual words after the particular idiom must be considered
as contextual information for the identification of the precise
meaning of multiple meaning idioms. Stop-words should be
ignored when considering contextual words before and after
multiple meanings idioms.
Gujarati Context Words play very important role in the
context identification of multiple meaning idioms. By
studying corpus of each multiple meaning idiom used in real
life, Gujarati Context Words can be collected. Using Gujarati
WordNet, more synonym words can be added in the collection
of Gujarati Context Words. Additional words which are not
supported by IndoWordNet can be added into the database for
collection of Gujarati Context Words collection. The compiled
collection of Gujarati Context Words is required source for
context identification in the algorithm.
If input Gujarati text has idiom with multiple meanings
and if Gujarati text contains overall less than 10 words or 0
context word before idiom or 0 context word after idiom, then
the precise meaning identification of that particular idiom is
difficult and challenging. As per the experiments, it is
suggested that, for correct meaning identification of Gujarati
multiple meaning idioms, at least seven contextual words
before and seven contextual words after that particular idiom
should be verified.
V. CONCLUSION
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[9]
[10]
[11]

[12]

Based on the results received from the intermediate
translations of Gujarati idioms into literal Gujarati text, it is
advocated that the proposed machine translation system is
promising and worth implementation in real world for the
translation of Gujarati idioms. Google Translate and Microsoft
Translator also do the literal word to word translation in case
of Gujarati idioms. The proposed system can be implemented
for translation of Gujarati idioms to any other language
translation as it is language independent. Proposed algorithm
substitutes idiom with the literal text that can be used for any
other language translation from Gujarati language.
Gujarati synonyms were collected from IndoWordNet and
from the initially collected context words. Gujarati WordNet
provides all the forms of the words in terms of nouns,
adjectives, verbs and adverbs. Sometimes it provides
additional synonyms not related to idiom meaning; even then
it provides better results in terms of contextual words for
identifying contextual information. Idiom meaning
identification is not possible if idiom used in odd or strange
context. In Gujarati, many words adapted from English are
used frequently and those words are not included in Gujarati
WordNet. So extensive corpus related to multiple meaning
idioms is to be examined and used for further improvement.
In future, authors will extend the context identification for
the n-gram idioms where n>=9; variety of window sizes can
be tried out in future; experiments of window size with idioms
of any language can be done. In future, authors are planning to
implement and experiment using lemmatization and stemmer.
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